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Peter Chan
● Stanford Libraries, 2008 - present. 
● Born-digital / Forensic Lab

○ Migrate files from storage media to managed storage

● Project member in AIMS project (2010-2011)
○ Develop methodology for stewarding born-digital archival materials. 

○ National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) Innovation Award 2012 (USA)

● Project manager for ePADD project (2013-2018)
○ Software that support the appraisal, processing, discovery, and delivery of email archives.

○ National Digital Stewardship Alliance (NDSA) Innovation Award 2017 (USA)

○ Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC) Software Sustainability Institute Award for Research and 

Innovation 2018 (UK)



Peter Chan
● Visiting digital archivist at the Royal Library of Copenhagen, Denmark 2015

○ Archiving of emails

○ Processing and delivery of born-digital materials using forensic software

○ Preservation of video games

● Visiting digital archivist at the Computerspielemuseum, Germany 2017
○ Developing controlled vocabulary for video game

○ Publishing controlled vocabulary as Linked Open Data

● Master in Library and Information Science (2009)
○ 2 hrs lecture on digital preservation by Robin Dale (program officer at OCLC focused on trusted 

digital repositories in 2009; associate librarian for library service at the Library of Congress at 

present)



Before digital archivist
● Bachelor of Financial Administration
● Master in Business Administration
● Deloitte Haskins & Sells as management consultant
● Standard Chartered Bank as cost accountant
● Internet Systems Ltd. as banking system consultant
● Chinese University of Hong Kong as lecturer 
● Bank of America Asia as VP in Operations Planning
● MyiPhoto.com - Co-founder
● AsiaPay - Operations Manager



Audience
● Archivist

● Librarian

● Digital humanity scholar

● IT (Information Technology) specialist

● Administrator

● Others



Stanford Special Collections



….committed to acquiring, preserving, 
and providing access to primary source 

materials that support the research 

needs of the Stanford community and 

beyond….



Few of Our Notable Collections
● R. Buckminster Fuller Collection (an architect)
● John McCarthy papers (pioneer in AI and a faculty member)
● Allen Ginsberg papers (a poet)
● STOP AIDS Project Records (organization)
● Stephen M. Cabrinety Collection in the History of 

Microcomputing (computer software)











Born-digital Materials
● Born-digital information is distinguished from digitized, the 

latter describing a document created on paper that has 
been scanned (and possibly transformed into character 
data using OCR). A document created using a word 
processor may be described as born digital.

https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/b/born-digital

https://www2.archivists.org/glossary/terms/b/born-digital


Hard drives in Gitai (Amos) film archive



Punch cards in Stephen J. Gould papers



Open reel tapes in Engelbart (Douglas C.) papers



Storage media in Stephen M. Cabrinety Collection in the 
History of Microcomputing, ca. 1975-1995



Agrippa: 
A Book of the Dead

Published in 1992

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrippa_(A_Book_of_the_Dead)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrippa_(A_Book_of_the_Dead)


The project manifested as a poem written by Gibson incorporated into an 
artist's book created by Ashbaugh; as such it was as much a work of 
collaborative conceptual art as poetry. Gibson stated that Ashbaugh's design 
"eventually included a supposedly self-devouring floppy-disk intended to 
display the text only once, then eat itself." Ashbaugh was gleeful at the 
dilemma this would pose to librarians: in order to register the copyright of the 
book, he had to send two copies to the United States Library of Congress, 
who, in order to classify it had to read it, and in the process, necessarily had 
to destroy it. The creators had initially intended to infect the disks with a 
computer virus, but declined to after considering the potential damage to the 
computer systems of innocents.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrippa_(A_Book_of_the_Dead)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrippa_(A_Book_of_the_Dead)


Image from ZDNet



Dealing with born-digital 
materials provide both 

challenges and opportunities



Challenges
● Obsolete computer file storage media
● Processing - read each file and assign series and subseries?
● Digital preservation (print out emails)
● Staff training (both managers and archivists)
● Changes in donor agreement (exclusive or not)
● Potential destruction of collection materials and infection 

of computer virus



Opportunities
● Rethink arrangement and description
● Additional analysis such as social network analysis
● Delivery in the web
● Discovery not limited by author, title and subject headings
● Full text search on collection materials





In addition to books written by 
Robert Creeley, the search for 
“Robert Creeley” in Google show his 
spouse, awards he received, people 
related to him. 



Units Dealing with Born-digital Materials
● Special Collections
● Digital Library System & Services

○ Born-digital / Forensic Lab
○ Stanford Media Preservation Lab
○ Stanford Digital Repository (SDR)



Born-digital / Forensic Lab
● Can do: 

○ Iomega Zip disks (100 MB and 250 MB)

○ Floppy disc: 8-inch, 5¼-inch ("Minifloppy"), 3½-inch ("Microfloppy") 

○ Multimedia Card: Compact Flash Card (CFC), Memory Stick Card (MSC), Smart Media Card 

(SMC), MicroDrive (MD), xD Card (xD), Memory Stick Pro (MSP), Memory Stick Pro Duo 

(MSPD), Secure Digital Card (SDC, SDHC, and SDXC), MicroSD - MultiMedia Card (MMC)

○ Hard Disk Drives with the following interfaces (IDE, SATA, SCSI, FireWire 800/400, USB 

3.0/2.0/1.1)

○ Optical Disc: Compact Disc (CD), Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), Blu-ray Disc (BD)

● Can’t do:
○ Punch cards

○ Open reel and cartridge tapes

○ Video game cartridges

○ Damaged hard drives, floppy disc



Photo stand for photographing storage media





Workstation to capture files from 5.25 inch floppy, optical, 
and Zip disks





2010



8-inch, 5.25-inch, and 3.5-inch floppy



8 inch floppy 
disk drive







KryoFlux



FRED (Forensic Recovery Evidence Device) to capture 
hard drives

















AccessData FTK - Pros
● Generate technical metadata (file format, checksum, etc.) 
● Ability to assign files to bookmarks and series
● Build-in file viewer for few hundred file formats
● Regular expression search (e.g. social security no.)
● Full text search
● Maintain file integrity 



AccessData FTK - Cons
● Cost
● Complexibility
● Cannot remove files from the case
● Proprietary software
● Designed for forensic use cases for law enforcement agencies
● Not designed for archival process



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDAhbR8dyp8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDAhbR8dyp8


Digitise audio and video materials

Reformat file formats for preservation and delivery

Details at

https://library.stanford.edu/research/digitization-services/labs/stanford-media-preservation-lab/capture-specs

Stanford Media Preservation Lab

https://library.stanford.edu/research/digitization-services/labs/stanford-media-preservation-lab/capture-specs


Stanford Digital Repository (SDR)
● The SDR is a service supporting long-term management of scholarly 

information resources at Stanford.
● Administrative controls enable depositors to specify content licenses, control 

content release through embargo, and manage public access levels for finding, 
viewing and downloading content. 

● Metadata describing the content is indexed for search and discovery in 
SearchWorks, and copies of ingested content are provided via persistent URLs 
(PURLs) to authorized users. 

● Each digital object in SDR is stored redundantly in geo-diverse locations and 
audited systematically to ensure bit preservation.



Reading Room Computer



Digital Preservation



“The year is 2045, and my grandchildren (as yet unborn) are 
exploring the attic of my house (as yet unbought). They find a 
letter dated 1995 and a CD-ROM (compact disk). The letter 
claims that the disk contains a document that provides the key 
to obtaining my fortune (as yet unearned). My grandchildren 
are understandably excited, but they have never seen a CD 
before—except in old movies—and even if they can somehow 
find a suitable disk drive, how will they run the software 
necessary to interpret the information on the disk? How can 
they read my obsolete digital document?”

”Ensuring the Longevity of Digital Information" Jeff Rothenberg, January 1995 edition of Scientific American (Vol. 272, Number 1, pp. 42-7) 



Backup is NOT preservation!
It is important to understand that backup alone is not digital preservation. It is only a 
part of it.

More importantly, how good are your backups if you never practice recovery? If you 
have not tried restoring any of your backups, then assume they will likely fail. It is 
important to occasionally restore from tape and to check digital materials at 
random. Relying solely on third party backup systems to do the work for you is NOT 
digital preservation.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Digital Preservation 
Terminology



Digital preservation is a broad field that encompasses 
everything from project management to technical skills. 
Not everyone working in digital preservation can possess 
every skill, but it is the combination of teams with 
complementary skills that makes a successful digital 
preservation programme in an organization possible. 
Having an awareness of the theories behind digital 
preservation and the risks to digital assets is perhaps the 
most important universal skill.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Digital preservation
● The formal activity of ensuring access to digital information for as long as 

necessary. It requires policies, planning, resource allocation (funds, time, 
people) and appropriate technologies and actions to ensure accessibility, 
accurate rendering and authenticity of digital objects.

● A “lifecycle management” approach to digital preservation is taken, where 
action is done at regular intervals and future activity is planned. This includes 
policies and recommendations for appraising and selecting digital information 
to preserve, acknowledging resources are finite.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Open Archival Information Systems (OAIS) 
Reference Model 



Two different kinds of digital preservation

● Bit level preservation

● Logical preservation

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Bit Level Preservation
● A term used to denote a very basic level of preservation of the digital object as 

it was submitted (literally preserving the bits forming a digital object).

● Bit preservation is not digital preservation but it does provide one building 
block for the more complete set of digital preservation practices and processes 
that ensure the survival of digital material and also its usability, display, context 
and interpretation over time.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Logical Preservation
● The aspect of preservation management that is concerned with ensuring the 

continued usability of meaningful information content, by ensuring the 
existence of a usable manifestation the digital object. Sometimes  referred to as 
format preservation or active preservation. It is comprised of three stages:

○ Characterize: understanding what digital materials are in the repository

○ Plan: decision-making part based on the information gathered from characterization. This will 

identify threats to continued availability and accessibility, and to plan the actions that will be 

taken for at risk digital materials

○ Act: putting things into action and this should be a mechanistic process as all of the intellectual 

thinking was done as the plan stage

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Preservation Actions
● The actions that can be taken over time to mitigate the technical challenges of 

digital over time. These actions include maintaining fixity, migration, emulation 
and technology preservation. These various technical strategies can help to 
ensure long-term access to digital objects.

○ Fixity

○ Migration

○ Emulation

○ Technology preservation

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Fixity
Fixity is a term commonly used in digital preservation when talking about digital files 
and bitstreams. Fixity means the state of being unchanged or permanent. 
Confirming a digital file's fixity means that it has remained the same over time. 
Often this process of confirming is called fixity checking or integrity checking. This 
process will verify that a digital object has not been altered or corrupted.

The most common way to confirm the fixity of a digital object is to create what is 

known as a checksum or hash for each individual file or in some cases, bitstream 
(mainly for audiovisual works). A checksum is a string of numbers and letters 
generated using a mathematical algorithm. A checksum is like a digital fingerprint 
for a file, because it will be unique for each file. 

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Fixity
The most common checksum algorithms used in digital preservation are: MD5, 
SHA-256 and SHA-1. However, there are others and they go in and out of use over 
time. It is important to know what algorithm was used to to generate the checksum 
for a digital file as they are not interoperable. 

By monitoring a file's integrity from as early on as possible, any loss or corruption to 
that file may be detected. However, a checksum has its limits. While a mismatch of 

checksums during fixity checking may flag that a file's checksum has changed, it 
cannot diagnose the problem with the file. It can only say there was one. It will be up 
to you to investigate further.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Migration
Also known as file format migration or sometimes called file format conversion, 
migration is different from storage media migration and software refresh. It involves 
transferring, or migrating, data from an aging or obsolete file format into a new file 
format, possibly using new applications systems at each stage to interpret the 
information. Moving from one version of a file format to a later version is a standard 
practice of migrations. This preservation action is particularly useful when the 
software used to render the file format type is now obsolete and modern software 
cannot render it correctly. This is the case with older word processing file formats, 
such as those created by obsolete software like WordPerfect or WordStar.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Emulation
An "emulator" is a software which mimics the behaviour of another computer 
environment. It is used in digital preservation to access software and digital files 
which require obsolete technological environments to run. For example, an 
organization could install Windows 3.1 in an emulator and then install Corel 
WordPerfect version 7.x (1994) under Windows 3.1 to access a WordPerfect file 
from 1994.  



Emulation
Emulation software has been developed by gaming enthusiasts since the early 
1990s, but has also sparked debate and interest within the digital preservation 
community since the early 2000s. While emulation environments were originally 
seen as complex and time consuming to set up, new developments such as 
in-browser-emulation has lowered the barrier to use. Today, one of the biggest 
obstacles to using emulation software is instead around legal concerns. The 
licensing landscape for obsolete software and Operating Systems required for 
emulation is still complex.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Licensing
Licensing, however, constitutes a limited transfer of rights to 
use an item on stated terms and conditions. Licenses are 
governed by contract law and, as such, are essentially a private 
agreement between two parties. That agreement can involve a 
wide range of terms and conditions . . . and need not 
incorporate any public policy considerations, beyond some 
basic limits on what constitutes an enforceable contract

https://www.cni.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Licensing-DArsenault2001Stf.pdf

https://www.cni.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Licensing-DArsenault2001Stf.pdf


Emulators
QEMU emulates x86, x86-64 systems, PowerPC, Sparc32, Sparc64, MIPS, ARM, 
ColdFire, Cris, Microblaze, SH4, Xtensa.

MAME/MESS can currently emulate several thousand different classic arcade video 
games from the late 1970s through the modern era.

Basilisk II is an Open Source 68k Macintosh emulator. That is, it allows you to run 
68k MacOS software on your computer, even if you are using a different operating 
system.

https://mellon.org/media/filer_public/0c/3e/0c3eee7d-4166-4ba6-a767-6b42e6a1c2a7/rosenthal-emulation-2015.pdf

https://mellon.org/media/filer_public/0c/3e/0c3eee7d-4166-4ba6-a767-6b42e6a1c2a7/rosenthal-emulation-2015.pdf


Emulation - Old web browser

http://oldweb.today/

http://oldweb.today/


You may think you don’t have computer software in your 
collection. Think twice! CDs published long time ago may 
contain software which require old operating system to run 
and access the contents.

A patron could not read the content in a CD which contains 
statistical data published in 1990s about China. It requires 
Chinese Windows 95 to run.



Emulation as a Service
The Emulation-as-a-Service architecture simplifies access to preserved digital 
assets allowing end users to interact with the original environments running on 
different emulators. 

Ready-made emulation components provide a flexible web service API allowing for 
development of individual and tailored digital preservation workflows.



Emulation as a Service Infrastructure-EaaSI
Yale University Library received grants from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation 
and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation

Deployment of EaaSI nodes in at least ten partner institutions

3,000 software environments will be available from Yale University Library

Click here for Demo

https://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/eaasi/

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1O2q5tzZGv96nFngrtgXg_IT8rkYckW4f
https://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/eaasi/


Technology Preservation (museum)
● Saving everything: files, software and hardware and keep them alive
● Maintenance almost impossible
● Unworkable for larger quantities



Storage
● Storage is often the most thought about thing in digital preservation. While it is 

foundational to a digital preservation programme, it is only one component of it.
● When it comes to storage, you ideally want to follow these main principles, 

though there is no one solution for all organisations
○ 2 online copies and 2 tape (nearline and/or offline copies)

○ A minimum of 2 geographically distributed locations 

○ If you are going to use cloud storage, do your research carefully (what happens if the third party 

suppliers goes out of business?)

○ Use different technologies  (diversify your hardware and software)

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp



Information Security (Access control)
Digital material selected for long-term preservation may contain embargo terms 
and restricted access to users according to terms in donor agreements.

Identify who has read, wrote, move, and delete authorization to individual files.

Maintain logs of who performed what actions on files, including deletion an 
preservation actions.

Information security methods such as encryption add to the complexity of the 
preservation process and should be avoided if possible for archival copies.



Descriptive / Preservation Metadata
● Content description
● Specific preservation information:

○ Provenance
○ Rights
○ Technical metadata

● File format information

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp



How good / bad are your 
preservation repository?



Levels of Digital Preservation 
are a tiered set of 
recommendations by the 
National Digital Stewardship 
Alliance in USA for how 
organizations should begin to 
build or enhance their digital 
preservation activities.



Is that enough?
What if the preservation program is funded for 3 years? Future funding is unclear!

What if the preservation program is run by people with necessary knowledge but 
there is no documentation on what is being done?



Trusted Repositories
Producer & Consumer



CoreTrustSeal
Certification organization supported  by the World Data System of the International 
Science Council (WDC) and the Data Seal of Approval (DSA)

A legal entity under Dutch Law governed by Standards and Certification Board.

A community based non-profit organization promoting sustainable and trustworthy 
data infrastructures.

The CoreTrustSeal certification is envisioned as the first step in a global framework 
for repository certification which includes the extended level certification 
(nestor-Seal DIN 31644) and the formal level certification (ISO 16363). 

 



Requirements - Core Trust Seal
Organizational Infrastructure

I. Mission/Scope

II. Licenses

III. Continuity of access

IV. Confidentiality/Ethics

V. Organizational infrastructure

VI. Expert guidance

Digital Object Management

VII. Data integrity and authenticity

VIII. Appraisal

IX. Documented storage procedures

X. Preservation plan

XI. Data quality

XII. Workflows



Requirements - Core Trust Seal
Digital Object Management

XIII. Data discovery and identification

XIV. Data reuse

Technology

XV. Technical infrastructure

XVI. Security

Compliance level

0 – Not applicable

1 – The repository has not considered this yet

2 – The repository has a theoretical concept

3 – The repository is in the implementation phase

4 – The guideline has been fully implemented in 

the repository



III. Continuity of access
R3. The repository has a continuity plan to ensure ongoing access to and 
preservation of its holdings.

Guidance:

For this Requirement, please describe:

….For example, what will happen in the case of cessation of funding, which could be 
through an unexpected withdrawal of funding, a planned ending of funding for a 
time-limited project repository, or a shift of host institution interests?......



IV. Confidentiality/Ethics
R4. The repository ensures, to the extent possible, that data are created, curated, 
accessed, and used in compliance with disciplinary and ethical norms.

Adherence to ethical norms is critical to responsible science. Disclosure risk—for 
example, the risk that an individual who participated in a survey can be identified or 
that the precise location of an endangered species can be pinpointed—is a concern 
that many repositories must address. Evidence sought is concerned with not only 
having good practices for data with disclosure risks, but also the necessity to 
maintain the trust of those agreeing to have personal/sensitive data stored in the 
repository.



V. Organizational infrastructure
R5. The repository has adequate funding and sufficient numbers of qualified staff 
managed through a clear system of governance to effectively carry out the mission.

For this Requirement, responses should include evidence related to the following:

● The repository is hosted by a recognized institution (ensuring long-term stability 
and sustainability) appropriate to its Designated Community.

● The repository has sufficient funding, including staff resources, IT resources, and a 
budget for attending meetings when necessary. Ideally this should be for a three- to 
five year period…………………...



VII. Data integrity and authenticity
R7. The repository guarantees the integrity and authenticity of the data.

The repository should provide evidence to show that it operates a data and 
metadata management system suitable for ensuring integrity and authenticity 
during the processes of ingest, archival storage, and data access.

Integrity ensures that changes to data and metadata are documented and can be 

traced to the rationale and originator of the change.

Authenticity covers the degree of reliability of the original deposited data and its 
provenance, including the relationship between the original data and that 
disseminated, and whether or not existing relationships between datasets and/or 
metadata are maintained.



XIII. Data discovery and identification
R13. The repository enables users to discover the data and refer to them in a 
persistent way through proper citation.

Effective data discovery is key to data sharing, and most repositories provide 
searchable catalogues describing their holdings such that potential users can 
evaluate data to see if they meet their needs. Once discovered, datasets should be 
referenceable through full citations to the data, including persistent identifiers to 
ensure that data can be accessed into the future. Citations also provide credit and 
attribution to individuals who contributed to the creation of the dataset.



https://www.coretrustseal.org/why-certification/certified-repositories/

https://www.coretrustseal.org/why-certification/certified-repositories/


Digital Archivist







What Does it Take to Be a Well-rounded 
Digital Archivist?
● Responsibilities of Digital Archivists
● Knowledge / Skills / Software / Tools Needed on

○ Collection Development
○ Accessioning
○ Arrangement and Description
○ Discovery and Access
○ Preservation

https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/2014/10/what-does-it-take-to-be-a-well-rounded-digital-archivist/

https://blogs.loc.gov/thesignal/2014/10/what-does-it-take-to-be-a-well-rounded-digital-archivist/


Collection Development



Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Get overall knowledge (computing habits of 

donors, varieties of digital material, 

hardware/software used, etc.) of the digital 

component of a collection.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

In-depth knowledge of computing habits, 

varieties of digital material, hardware/software.  

Background:  AIMS Born-Digital Material Survey.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t-mPmTrUGm7QfIjCks
4wzn3HINWmya8gFGYFELDESho/edit

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t-mPmTrUGm7QfIjCks4wzn3HINWmya8gFGYFELDESho/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1t-mPmTrUGm7QfIjCks4wzn3HINWmya8gFGYFELDESho/edit


Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators the 

importance of digital preservation when 

necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

General knowledge of digital preservation. 

Background: “Ensuring the Longevity of Digital 

Information” by Jeff Rothenberg, January 1995 

edition of Scientific American (Vol. 272, Number 

1, pp. 42-7).



Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators the 

difference between “bit preservation” and 

“logical preservation” when necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

See Introduction to Digital Preservation: What is 

Digital Preservation?

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisd
p

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp
https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation/whatisdp


Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators 

preservation strategies such as migration,  

emulation  and technology preservation when 

necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of preferred file formats for digital 

preservation as recommended by the Library of 

Congress.

Knowledge of emulation / virtualization tools and 

platform such as QEMU, MAME / JSMESS / 

MESS, SheepShaver, bwFLA, etc.



Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators the use of 

forensic software to accession and process 

born-digital collections when necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Special knowledge of making use of forensic 

software in an archival context.

AccessData FTK Forensic Toolkit, FTK Imager



Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators the use of 

entity extraction  / social network analysis / 

visualization to process and delivery born-digital 

collections when necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

General knowledge of tools used in processing 

and delivering born-digital archives such as entity 

extraction, social network analysis and 

visualization software.



Linked Jazz





Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators on 

publishing born-digital collections in linked open 

data vs. EAD finding aids / other HTML based 

web publishing method when necessary.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

General knowledge of linked open data  / EAD 

finding aids / HTML based web publishing 

method.







Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain web archiving to donors / creators / 

curators.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

General knowledge of web archiving, cataloging, 

delivery and preservation of web sites.

Knowledge of web archiving software such as 

Heritrix and HTTrack.

Knowledge of Wayback Machine from Internet 

Archive.









Collection Development
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Explain to donors / creators / curators about the 

archives profession in general.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of establishing and maintaining 

control, arranging and describing the born-digital 

archival materials in accordance with accepted 

standards and practices to ensure the long-term 

preservation of collections. 



Accessioning



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Copy files contained in storage media including 

obsolete formats such as 5.25 inch floppy disks, 

computer punch cards.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of onboard 5.25 inch. floppy disk 

controller and hardware interface, IDE, SCSI, 

Firewire, SATA, FC5025, KryoFlux, Catweasel, 

Zip drive, computer tapes, etc.

Knowledge of file systems such as FAT, NTFS, 

HFS, etc.



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Ensure source data in storage media will not be 

erased / changed accidentally during 

accessioning.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of write-protect notch / slide switch 

in floppy disks and hardware write blocker.



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Ensure proper audit trail in copying files from 

storage media.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of forensic software (e.g. BitCurator, 

FTK Imager for PC and Command FTK Imager for 

Mac).



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Get file count, file size and file category of 

collections.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of forensic software (e.g. AccessData 

FTK, EnCase Forensic, etc.).

Knowledge of JHOVE, DROID, Pronom, etc. 





Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Ensure computer viruses, if they exist in 

collection materials, are under control during 

accessioning.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of the unique nature of archival 

materials (no replacement, etc.), behavior of 

viruses stored in file containers and special 

procedures in using antivirus software for 

archival materials.  



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Accession email archives.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of Internet protocol (POP, IMAP) and 

email format (Outlook, mbox).  

Knowledge of commercial and open source 

software package to archive and reformat email 

such as  Emailchemy, Mailstore, ePADD (Email: 

Process, Accession, Discover and Deliver).

Method used by Royal Library of Copenhagen



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Archive web sites.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of web archiving software such as 

Heritrix and HTTrack.

Knowledge of legal issues in archiving web sites.

Knowledge of web archiving services such as 

Archive-It.



Accessioning
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Create accession records for born-digital 

archives.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of archival data management systems 

such as ArchiveSpace.



Arrangement and Description



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Screen out restricted, personal, classified and 

sensitive information such as social security 

numbers, credit card numbers, classified data, 

medical records, etc. in archives.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of the sensitivity of personal 

identifiable information (PII) and tools to locate 

PII (e.g. AccessData FTK, Identity Finder, 

ePADD).

Knowledge of legal restrictions on access to data 

(DMCA, FERPA, etc.)



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Classify text elements in born-digital materials 

into predefined categories such as the names of 

persons, organizations, locations, other entities 

when appropriate.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of entity extraction software and 

tools to perform entity extraction (such as Open 

Calais, Xementa, Stanford Named Entity 

Recognizer, Open NLP, ePADD).



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Show the network relationship of people in 

collections when appropriate.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of network graph and tools such as 

Gephi, NodeXL.



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Create controlled vocabulary to facilitate 

arrangement and description when appropriate.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of the controlled vocabulary concept.

Knowledge of W3C standard for publishing 

controlled vocabulary (SKOS). 

Knowledge of services for publishing SKOS such 

as Open Metadata Registry. 

Knowledge of Linked Open Data publishing 

platform such as Wikidata.



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Enhanced understanding of archival objects (e.g. 

video game) in additional to author, title, subject 

heading offered in library catalog.

E.g. provide relationship among video game titles, 

series, fanchise, adaptation, add-on to enhance 

understanding of archival objects.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of Linked Open Data publishing 

platform such as Wikidata and WIkibase.



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Describe files with special formats (e.g. born 

digital photographic images).

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of image metadata schema standard 

(IPTC, EXIF) and software to create/modify such 

metadata (Adobe Bridge, Photo Mechanic, etc.).



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Describe image/video files by names of persons 

or objects in images with the help of software 

when appropriate.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of facial / object recognition functions 

in software such as Picasa, Photoshop Elements 

and web service such as Google Vision.



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Transcribe audio files with the help of software 

when appropriate.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of speech-to-text functions from web 

service such as Google Cloud Speech-to-Text.



Arrangement and Description
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Create EAD finding aids.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of accepted standards and practices 

in creating finding aids.

Knowledge of XML editor or other software (such 

as Archivists’ Toolkit) to create EAD finding aids.



Discovery and Access



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver born-digital archives in reading room 

computers.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of security measures required for 

workstations in reading room to prevent 

unintentional transfer of collection materials 

such as disabling Internet access and USB ports. 

Knowledge of software to deliver images in 

collections such as Adobe Bridge.

Knowledge of software to read files with obsolete 

file formats such as QuickView Plus.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver born-digital archives using Institutions’ 

catalog system.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of the interface required by the 

Institutions’ catalog system to make the delivery.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver born-digital archives using Institution 

repository systems.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of DSpace, Fedora, Hydra and their 

interfaces developed to facilitate such delivery.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Publish born-digital archives using linked data 

platform.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of linked data publishing platform 

such as Wikidata and Wikibase.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver born-digital archives using exhibition 

software.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of open source exhibition software 

such as Omeka, Stanford Spotlight.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver archived web sites.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of delivery options available in Web 

Archiving Services such as Archive-It.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver email archives.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of commercial software such as 

Mailstore. 

Knowledge of open source software such as 

ePADD (Email: Process, Accession, Discover and 

Deliver).



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver software collections using emulation.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of emulation platform such as EassI.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver finding aids of born-digital archives using 

union catalogs such as OAC.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of uploading procedures to 

respective union catalogs such as OAC.



Discovery and Access
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Deliver finding aids of born-digital archives using 

union catalogs such as OAC (Online Archive of 

California) .

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of uploading procedures to 

respective union catalogs such as OAC.



Preservation



Preservation
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Prepare the technical metadata (checksum, 

creation, modification and last access dates, file 

format, file size) of files in archives for transfer to 

preservation repository.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of forensic software such as 

AccessData FTK and BitCurator, etc.

Programming skill in XSLT to extract the 

information when appropriate from reports 

generated by the software.



Preservation
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Use emulation to preserve software collections.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of emulation tools and platform such 

as  QEMU, JMESS/MESS, Basilisk II and bwFLA.



Preservation
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Use migration to preserve digital objects.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of migration tools such as Xena, 

Adobe Acrobat Professional, etc.



Preservation
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Submit items to preservation repository.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of preservation system such as 

Archivematica, LOCKSS and preservation 

services such as Portico, Tessella.



Preservation
Responsibilities of Digital Archivists

Preserve archived web sites.

Knowledge/Skills/Software/Tools 
Needed

Knowledge of preservation options available in 

Web Archiving Services such as Archive-It.

Knowledge of preserving web sites in 

preservation repository.



ePADD



@e_padd

Appraising, Processing and Providing 
Access to Historical Email Archives with 
ePADD

Peter Chan, Josh Schneider



Context and Overview



Email is important, ubiquitous, and ripe
for research

(But…)



Email presents major challenges to donors, 
memory institutions, and researchers

-  Can include information which donors and institutions will not or
   cannot share

-  The scale of collections can compound these issues, and   
   also make it difficult for researchers to find & use these materials

-  



Ch-ch-ch-ch-changes

• Administration at libraries, 
archival institutions, and 
museums are aware of 
these challenges 

• Fortunately, grant and 
funding agencies and other 
advocates are as well



Requirements on Email Archival Software/Process

I. Transfer Emails to Institutions

II. Normalize email to MBOX or EML or XML 

III. Handle Attachments / Embedded links

IV. Detect Abnormal Email Messages

V. Identify and Handle Sensitive Information

VI. Search Functions

VII. Classify / Group Contents Automatically

VIII. Label / Annotate Functions

IX. Access to Email Archives Online and in a 
Reading Room

X. Integrate with  Digital Preservation 
Repositories

XI. Work with Other Systems





ePADD helps cultural memory institutions meet 
the challenges of collecting, appraising, 
processing, and providing access to email

-  Screening email for sensitive, restricted, or legally protected info

-  Providing browsing access to the intellectual content of a collection

-  Enabling research and scholarship











Free & Open Source 
Software

• Incorporates machine 
learning, automated 
metadata extraction, and 
natural language processing

• Supports review, discovery, 
and access for email



Harvard University

METRO

Partners

User Community
British Library

Brown University

California Inst. of Technology

Canadian Centre for Architecture

Center for Jewish History

Columbia University

Duke University

Emory University

Fordham University

Getty Research Institute

Harvard University

Indiana University - PUI 

Mass. Inst. of Technology

Museum of Modern Art

National Library of NZ

New York Philharmonic

New York University

Princeton University

Rockefeller Archive Center

Royal Lib of Copenhagen

Smith College

Stanford University

Tufts University

University of California, Berkeley

University of California, Irvine

University of California, LA

University of Copenhagen

University of Illinois – UC

University of Minnesota

University of Southern California

University of Texas at Austin

University of Virginia

University of Warwick

Wildlife Conservation Society

Leads Developers

Funders

University of California, 
Irvine

University of Illinois - UC





Software
Architecture



ePADD Demo



What’s Next



I. Transfer Emails to Institutions

● Download messages from to IMAP/MAPI/Other servers.

● Copy messages from Outlook accounts by donors to designated Outlook accounts set up by collecting 
institutions.

● Journal email messages.

● Export messages from email clients.

● Archive web pages referred in URLs included in messages.

● Capture files specified in links to cloud storage included in messages to local storage.

● Identify and list encrypted messages for donors to decrypt before transfer.

● Encrypt and transfer the files containing email messages with checksums.



II. Normalize email files for preservation

● Mbox – 

● EML – 

● XML (compliant with EXAS schema) – 



III. Handle Attachments / Embedded links

● List all attachments in one place for easy browsing of files.

● Unzip all zip, 7z, rar files.

● Export attachments for use in other software such as QuickView Plus.

● Enable bulk browsing and preview of image attachments.

● Allow plain text preview of document attachments.

● Automatically search Wayback Machine when users attempt to access dead urls in email messages.

● Run facial recognition on image attachments, and provide an interface to assign names to the faces. 

● Run object detection on image attachments, to classify objects into categories (dog, table, etc.).

● Run automated audio transcription on  audio attachments. 

● Run object detection and automated audio transcription on video attachments. 



IV. Detect and Manage Irregular Email Messages

● Duplicated messages.

● Missing headers (to/from/date) in messages.

● Invalid domain name in email addresses.) 

● Missing attachment(s) in the message.

● Corrupted attachments.

● Encrypted messages.

● Other issues.



V. Identify and Handle Sensitive Information

● Supply predefined regular expressions related to sensitive information.

● Provide metadata and full text search on headers, body, and attachments. 

● Supply predefined keywords to search for potentially sensitive messages.

● Supply predefined entities from common knowledge base for screening potential sensitive messages.

● Ability to embargo messages until a specific date, or until a fixed period of time has transpired.

● Ability to redact part of a message temporarily / permanently.

● Ability to enforce different access terms on messages and their attachments.

● Ability to apply a restriction to a single message, or a group of messages meeting certain criteria.

● Incorporate classifier trained to recognize email that is sensitive according to predefined criteria.



VI. Search Functions (body and / or attachments)

● Search on header fields -  to, from, cc, bcc, date, subject line. 

● Simple full text search - body/attachments. 

● Advanced full text search - combine with entities, lexicon, labels, etc.

● Lexicon search - search terms according to themes defined by users.

● Entity search - search the email collection for matching entities in a block of text.

● Term search - search the email collection for matching terms in a list.

● Filter Function - ability to separate groups of messages for further browsing and searching.

● Cross-collection metadata search and/or browsing.



VI. Search Functions (continue)

● Control on stemming for search terms. 

● Keyword suggestion (similar, broader, and narrower) based on Wordnet. 

● Keyword suggestion based on Word2Vec.

● Fuzzy search - users control how many  misspelled characters are allowed in search terms.

● Natural language search - search using regular spoken language, such as English.

● Image / video search - person, objects, etc.

● Audio search (audio / video files) - transcripted text.



VII. Classify / Group Contents Automatically 

● Resolve email addresses associated with an individual to a single correspondent. 

● Resolve variant names (e.g. Bill and William) for all Person Entities. 

● Extract common entity types (person, organization, location).

● Extract fine-grained entity types such as events and museums. 



VIII. Label / Annotate Functions

● Message-based labels and annotations. 

● Role-based labels and annotations. 

● Part of a message based labels.

● Ability to easily assign a label to a set of message meeting certain criteria.



IX. Provide Access to Email Online/Reading Room

● Assign accession, collection, and institutional metadata to email collections, according to archival 
practice.

● EML – 

● XML (compliant with EXAS schema) – 



X. Integrate with Digital Preservation Repositories

● Export email archives in BagIt format for preparation of AIP (Archival Information 
Package).

● Import DIP (Dissemination Information Package) which contains the normalized 
attachments for discovery & access.

● Record and export PREMIS events for preservation purposes. 



XI. Work with Other Systems

● Provide support for users to confirm correspondents using external authority files (e.g. FAST, VIAF, 
ISNI). 

● Provide support for users to confirm correspondents using local authority files.

● Export headers in CSV format for social network analysis.

● Export correspondents to authority files / Archival Management Systems (e.g. SNAC, ArchiveSpace).

● Export entities in RDF for linked data systems.

● Export metadata to integrated library systems to create catalog record.

● Integrate human resources system with email server to archive email accounts according to institution 
policy.

● Create Wikidata items to represent the collections and selected correspondents / entities.



How can you participate?





Growing our
User Community

British Library
Brown University
California Inst. Of Tech
Center for Jewish History
Columbia University
Duke University
Fordham University
Getty Research Institute
Harvard University
Indiana University - PUI

NY Museum of Modern Art
National Library of NZ
New York Philharmonic
New York University
Princeton University
Rockefeller Archive Center
Royal Lib of Copenhagen
Smith College
Stanford University

University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
University of Illinois - UI
University of Minnesota
University of Southern California
University of Virginia
Wildlife Conservation Society







Working
Groups



Code 
Contribution



Cross-project
Pollination



Thanks! 

Visit  library.stanford.edu/projects/epadd
Follow  @e_padd
Watch  youtu.be/vu1Oi8TiGiU
Receive  epadd_list@stanford.lists.edu
Download / Contribute  github.com/epadd 
Participate  epadd.nimeyo.com
Reach  epadd_project@stanford.edu



Wikidata / Wikibase



What is Wikidata?
● Wikidata, launched in 2012, is a collaboratively edited knowledge base 

hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation. 

● It is intended to provide a common source of open data which can be 

used by Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia, and by anyone else, 

under a public domain license. 

● Factual claims are stored as statements

○ Subject - predicate - object

○ Item - property - value (e.g. DOOM, video game)

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q189784
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q7889


Wikimedia Foundation
● The nonprofit that hosts Wikipedia, Wikidata, and others

● Created MediaWiki which is used in Wikipedia and Wikibase which is 

used in Wikidata

● Donations and contributions US$98 million for 07/2017 - 06/2018

● 300 staff and contractors

● 200,000 volunteer editors



Wikipedia
● A free encyclopedia, written collaboratively by the people who use it. 

Anyone can edit almost every page.

● 5th most popular websites in the world (as of May 16, 2018)

● More than 5.7 million English, 2.2 million German and 1.1 million 

Japanese articles (Dec. 14, 2018)

● Encyclopædia Britannica - 120,000 articles 

● “One posts their misinformation, someone corrects it and the first 

author posts his points right back.”

https://www.wikipedia.org/


Wikipedia - 
Demographics 
of Hong Kong



維基百科 - 香港人口



Wikidata 
● 53 million items (04/30/2018)

● Page views by country in 2017: 8.08M Germany; 5M USA; 4.1M Russia

● 2017: a Wikidata turning point. Wikidata used by

○ Google Knowledge Graph

○ Digital assistants: Siri, Alexa

○ Infoboxes on Wikipedia

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&ei=pA0cXObXOY6z8AO72IeABQ&q=robert+creeley&oq=robert+creeley&gs_l=psy-ab.3..35i39j0j0i20i263j0l7.4862.7793..8088...0.0..0.102.1283.13j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i71j0i67j0i131j0i131i67j0i131i10.nX3ZbotV3t8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Creeley




The rise of Wikidata as a linked data source

http://hangingtogether.org/?p=6775



Wikidata examples

● Nintendo DS https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q170323

● Doom https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q189784

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q170323
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q189784


Quantitative analysis - SPARQL endpoint
● Create your own query
● Modify example (Number of films by year and genre) to show video 

game (Q7889) information
● Change from Scatter chart to Table

https://query.wikidata.org/


Wikidata - Users
● National Library of Wales

○ https://blog.wikimedia.org/2016/11/05/wikidata-visiting-scholar-art-dataset/

● The Smithsonian 
○ https://confluence.si.edu/display/LODPP/Smithsonian+Open+Data+Pilot

● Europeana
○ https://pro.europeana.eu/page/get-your-vocabularies-in-wikidata

● Yale / BnF / Open Preservation Foundation
○ (https://ipres2017.jp/wp-content/uploads/7.pdf)

https://blog.wikimedia.org/2016/11/05/wikidata-visiting-scholar-art-dataset/
https://confluence.si.edu/display/LODPP/Smithsonian+Open+Data+Pilot
https://pro.europeana.eu/page/get-your-vocabularies-in-wikidata
https://ipres2017.jp/wp-content/uploads/7.pdf




Issues in Wikidata
● Data model - properties decided by Wikidata
● Ensure properties listed in Wikidata behave according to 

your expectation - e.g. broad match (Q39894595)
● Data can be edited by anyone
● All data publish as public domain CC0 (public domain)

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:List_of_properties
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q39894595


What is Wikibase
● Wikibase is the software that enables MediaWiki to store structured 

data or access data that is stored in a structured data repository. 



Wikibase
● Address the following issues

○ Control on who can edit information

○ Implement data model best fit for your need (your own 

interpretation of work, expression, manifestation, etc.)

○ Contribute to LOD - Persistent URL

○ Quantitative analysis - SPARQL endpoint



Wikibase Issues
● If institutions are not using the same Wikibase, how can they 

synchronize among different incidences of Wikibase hosted by 
different institutions?

● Resource to host Wikibase instance

● Understand the properties listed in Wikibase

● Know how to install, maintain the software

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:List_of_properties


Wikibase - Users
● OCLC (controlled vocabularies)

○ https://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/linkeddata/linked-data-prototype.html

● Rhizome (modeling for preservation of digital art)
○ https://wikimediafoundation.org/2018/09/06/rhizome-wikibase/

● German National Library  (controlled vocabularies)
○ https://wiki.dnb.de/display/GND/Authority+Control+meets+Wikibase

https://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/linkeddata/linked-data-prototype.html
https://wikimediafoundation.org/2018/09/06/rhizome-wikibase/
https://wiki.dnb.de/display/GND/Authority+Control+meets+Wikibase


Rhizome - early Wikibase user
● In the digital arts field, we deal with pretty specialized performance information 

that the world at large is probably not interested in, or the community hasn’t 
come to an agreement how to describe it.

● Licensing restrictions of Wikidata and Commons prevent certain information to 
be stored there: for instance, reference information about software would in 
many cases be contained in screenshots, which for Rhizome’s purposes is not 
permitted on Wikidata and Commons.



Federated Wikibase Instances
● In digital art, artists have sometimes deliberately strayed away from 

standards, or have exploited very specific versions of software and file 
formats. Here we see a large need for federation [Ed. note: meaning 
individual but interconnected databases]: many different Wikibases, 
used by individual organizations, containing specialized data, while all 
pointing to the same Wikidata items, describing these items from the 
perspective of their own specialization.



Robert Creeley Example











Publications / Resources



The Personal Archives Accessible in Digital 
Media (paradigm) project 2005-2007
The Personal Archives Accessible in Digital Media (paradigm) project saw the major 
research libraries of the Universities of Oxford and Manchester come together to 
explore the issues involved in preserving digital private papers through gaining 
practical experience in accessioning and ingesting digital private papers into digital 
repositories, and processing these in line with archival and digital preservation 
requirements.

http://www.paradigm.ac.uk/index.html

http://www.paradigm.ac.uk/index.html


Digital Forensics and Born-Digital Content 
in Cultural Heritage Collections 2010
This report introduces the field of digital forensics in the cultural heritage sector and 
explores some points of convergence between the interests of those charged with 
collecting and maintaining born-digital cultural heritage materials and those 
charged with collecting and maintaining legal evidence.

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub149/

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub149/


An Inter-Institutional Model for 
Stewardship (AIMS) 2010-2011
The AIMS project evolved around a common need among the project partners — and 
most libraries and archives — to identify a methodology or continuous framework 
for stewarding born-digital archival materials. The AIMS Framework was developed 
to define good practice in terms of archival tasks and objectives necessary for 
success. The Framework presents a practical approach but also a recognition that 
there is no single solution for many of the issues that institutions face when dealing 
with born-digital collections. Instead, the AIMS project partners developed this 
framework as a further step towards best practice for the profession.

https://dcs.library.virginia.edu/aims/white-paper/

https://dcs.library.virginia.edu/aims/white-paper/


Born Digital: Guidance for Donors, Dealers, 
and Archival Repositories 2013
This report offers recommendations to help ensure the physical and intellectual 
well-being of born-digital materials transferred from donors to archival repositories. 
The report surveys the primary issues and concerns related to born-digital 
acquisitions and is intended for a broad audience with varying levels of interest and 
expertise, including donors, dealers, and repository staff.

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub159/

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub159/


Levels of Digital Preservation 2013
The “Levels of Digital Preservation” (PDF; Proceedings of the Archiving (IS&T) 
Conference, April 2013, Washington, DC) are a tiered set of recommendations for 
how organizations should begin to build or enhance their digital preservation 
activities. 

https://ndsa.org//activities/levels-of-digital-preservation/

https://ndsa.org//activities/levels-of-digital-preservation/


Emulation & Virtualization as Preservation 
Strategies 2015
In this report commissioned by the Foundation, David Rosenthal describes current 
technology frameworks for emulation and virtualization, and outlines the issues and 
challenges in deploying these technologies to preserve both digital artefacts from 
the past and current digital material that will age into legacy status.

https://mellon.org/resources/news/articles/emulation-virtualization-preservation-strategies/

https://mellon.org/resources/news/articles/emulation-virtualization-preservation-strategies/


Digital Preservation Handbook 2015
The Handbook provides an internationally authoritative and practical guide to the 
subject of managing digital resources over time and the issues in sustaining access to 
them. It will be of interest to all those involved in the creation and management of 
digital materials.

https://dpconline.org/handbook

https://dpconline.org/handbook


Library of Congress Recommended Formats 
Statement 2018
Recommended Formats Statement identifies hierarchies of the physical and 
technical characteristics of creative formats, both analog and digital, which will best 
meet the needs of all concerned, maximizing the chances for survival and continued 
accessibility of creative content well into the future.

https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/

https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/


The Future of Email Archives 2018
Email is an increasingly important part of the historical record, yet it is particularly 
difficult to preserve, putting future access to this vast resource at risk. The Future of 
Email Archives looks at what makes email archiving so complex and describes 
emerging strategies to meet the challenge.

The report is intended for the archival community, digital preservation 
professionals, technologists and software developers, commercial vendors, 

historians and scholars, institutional administrators, and funding agencies and 
foundations.

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub175/

https://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub175/


Core Trustworthy Data Repositories 
Extended Guidance 2018
This document consists of the Core Trustworthy Data Repositories Requirements 
for 2017–2019 with introductory paragraphs on Background & General Guidance, 
which are set by the CoreTrustSeal Board and remain unchanged for the period 
2017–2019. The fixed text is recognizable by the boxes drawn around it.

https://www.coretrustseal.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/20180629-CTS-Extended-Guidance-v1.1.pdf

https://www.coretrustseal.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/20180629-CTS-Extended-Guidance-v1.1.pdf


A Preservationist’s Guide to the DMCA 
Exemption for Software Preservation 2018
The Library of Congress recently adopted several exemptions to the Digital 
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) provision prohibiting circumvention of 
technological measures that control access to copyrighted works. The exemptions 
went into effect on October 28, 2018 and last until October 28th, 2021. This guide 
is intended to help preservationists determine whether their activities fall under the 
new exemption.

http://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/1201-exemption-guide-for-software-preservationists/

http://www.softwarepreservationnetwork.org/1201-exemption-guide-for-software-preservationists/


National Digital Stewardship Alliance
The National Digital Stewardship Alliance is a consortium of more than 220 
partnering organizations, including universities, professional associations, 
businesses, government agencies, and nonprofit organizations, all committed to the 
long-term preservation of digital information. Members work together to preserve 
access to our national digital heritage.

https://ndsa.org//

https://ndsa.org//


Digital Preservation Coalition
The Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC) is a UK-based non-profit limited company 
which seeks to secure the preservation of digital resources in the UK and 
internationally to secure the global digital memory and knowledge base. (Wikipedia)

https://www.dpconline.org/

https://www.dpconline.org/


Digital Archives Specialist (DAS) 
Curriculum and Certificate Program
The DAS curriculum is structured in tiers of study that guide you to choose courses 
based on your specific knowledge, training, and needs. You can choose individual 
courses—or you can take your learning to the next level by earning a Digital 
Archives Specialist Certificate from SAA after completing required coursework and 
passing both course and comprehensive examinations.

https://www2.archivists.org/prof-education/das

https://www2.archivists.org/prof-education/das


Introduction to Digital Preservation
This guide covers the many faces of digital preservation, including the terms, 
concepts, models, standards, actions, risks, and tools. Digital preservation is a broad 
field that encompasses everything from project management to technical skills. 
………. This guide contains enough information to provide a general awareness, but it 
also contains resources for further study.

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation

https://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/digitalpreservation
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